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World Heritage at Risk

We wish to spur debate on topical urban issues, identifying
cutting-edge methodologies in order to analyse them within a
multidisciplinary perspective, with a clear economic emphasis.
We aim to identify a network of selected high profile scientists
exchanging high quality research and ideas on specific urban
studies research challenges brought by contemporary cities,
both in developed and developing countries.

The 2011 CEC international conference on World Heritage at
Risk will create new synergies between academic approaches
and disciplines, focusing on the preservation and economic
valuation of urban cultural heritage at risk in its various,
tangible and intangible forms. 

The event is open to the greater urban studies scientific
community and to planning authorities, as well as stakeholders
who are involved in the management and conservation of
diverse cultural heritage and in the preservation of heritage at
risk.

The conference will discuss the challenges involved in
multidisciplinary research focusing on urban heritage
conservation/valorisation in a world where the issues related
to cultural diversity, armed conflicts, climate change risks, and
increasing tourism demands pose threats to various heritage
expressions. These form the four themes around which the
conference is articulated. The event will see the participation
of world experts in cultural economics, regional science and
conservation of tangible and intangible heritage.

The CEC series Chairs

Patrizia Riganti, University of Nottingham, UK

David Throsby, Maquarie University, Sydney, Australia 

We are pleased to announce the launch of the conference series on Culture,
Economics and Cities (CEC). The conference series aims to gather scholars
working at the boundaries of various disciplines such as economics, regional
science, planning, tourism, conservation and architecture.
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Papers submission

Conference themes

The conference is articulated into four main themes: 

• Heritage and climate change

• Heritage and diversity

• Heritage in conflict areas

• Tourism carrying capacity and World Heritage Sites 

management plans

Each theme will be discussed by a high profile speaker who
will contribute with his/her expertise to the academic
exchange. The strong link among cultural goods, the
economics of regions and cities sustainable development will
be explored.

A restricted number of papers will be selected following the
call for papers. 

Submission

Abstracts 

Max 500 words (or full papers) have to be submitted as a
word document no later than 10 August 2011.  

Abstracts need to indicate:
Paper title
Name
Surname and affiliation of all authors
Email address for corresponding author
Keywords

To submit your abstract/paper visit the papers submission
section at www.cecseries.org, or email:
patrizia.riganti@nottingham.ac.uk

Poster sessions

The conference offers the possibility for authors to present
their papers as a poster. Please indicate in your email
whether you prefer submitting your paper to an oral session,
a poster session, either-or.

PhD sessions

PhD students are given the chance to submit their papers to
a dedicated special session, intended to let brilliant young
researchers present their work. To submit the paper for PhD
sessions indicate "PhD session" in your email subject.

Notification of acceptance

Abstract acceptance will be communicated within two weeks
of submission and no later than 18 August 2011. In order to
avoid no shows in the programme, participants presenting
papers should register and make their payment before 
25 August 2011.

Registration

To register go to the online registration platform at
www.cecseries.org

Full fees: €300 before 19 August
€400 after 19 August 2011

Reduced fees: €200 before 19 August
€275 after 19 August 2011

One day fees are also available

Travel grants

The World Bank, through the Italian Cultural Heritage and
Sustainable Development Trust Fund, has financed five travel
grants to allow participants from  Middle Eastern, North
African and Eastern European Countries to take part to the
Conference on World Heritage at Risk. Preference will be
given to papers’ presenters. Apply following online
instructions at www.cecseries.org

Important dates

10 August        Deadline for abstracts submission
11 August        Deadline for travel grants applications
16 August  Notification of travel grants awards 
18 August        Notification of acceptance for papers 
19 August        Reduced fees deadline
25 August Payment deadline for papers’ presenters
2 September Payment deadline for participants

Venue

Villa Rufolo, Ravello, Italy

Contact

The conference secretariat: 
cec2011@nottingham.ac.uk

For further information:
www.cecseries.org
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Speakers and Faculty

Speakers

Mounir Bouchenaki ICCROM Director-General

Harry Coccossis University of Thessaly, Greece

Luigi Fusco Girard “Federico II” University of Naples, Italy

Mercedes Maroto-Valer The University of Nottingham, UK

Randall Mason University of Pennsylvania, USA

Ståle Navrud Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Norway 

Paulo A. L. D. Nunes The Mediterranean Science Commission – CIESM, Montecarlo

Laura Onofri University of Venice and FEEM, Italy

Christian Ost ICHEC Brussels Management School, Belgium 

Chantal Reliquet World Bank, USA

Saffa Riffat The University of Nottingham, UK

Patrizia Riganti The University of Nottingham, UK

David Throsby Maquarie University, Australia 

2011 CEC Conference

Conference Chair

Patrizia Riganti, The University of Nottingham, UK

Co - Chairs

Luigi Fusco Girard, “Federico II” University of Naples
David Throsby, Maquarie University, Australia

Local Organizing Committee

Alfonso Andria, President CUEBC, Italy
Eugenia Apicella, CUEBC, Italy
Candida Cuturi, “Federico II” University of Naples
Marianna D’Angiolo, “Federico II” University of Naples
Ferruccio Ferrigni, CUEBC, Italy
Mario Alberto Santomauro, “Federico II” University of
Naples

Faculty

Francesco Caruso, Italy’s Ambassador for life
Harry Coccossis, University of Thessaly, Greece
Maurizio Di Stefano, ICOMOS Italy President
Anil Markandya, Basque Centre for Climate Change,
Bilbao, Spain
Mercedes Maroto-Valer, The University of Nottingham,
UK
Peter Nijkamp, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Paulo A. L. D. Nunes, The Mediterranean Science
Commission, CIESM, Montecarlo
Laura Onofri, University of Venice and FEEM, Italy
Christian Ost, CHEC Brussels Management School,
Belgium
Chantal Reliquet, World Bank, USA
Saffa Riffat, The University of Nottingham, UK
John H. Stubbs, Tulane University and WMF, USA


